I was looking for the 1001 false Christs of the End Times. When Prophet Bajinder Singh spoke my ears heard: 24“For falsemessiahs and false prophets will appear and perform great signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect. 25See, I have told you ahead of time.” (March 1, 2021)

March 1, 2021

I spent a good part of this week checking dozens of Christian evangelists and charismatic preachers the world over. Of all the religions, Christianity is most destructive for mind, body, and soul.

I am also mentally exhausted by scores of preachers accusing each other of being the false shepherds, and the confused sheep unable to find the true shepherd. How is it possible that they cannot follow the only Shepherd, Jesus Christ?

For me, there is no question that most Christian preachers are leading many astray today, just as they began 2000 years ago. The most painful is the loud declaration that the Holy Spirit is working through them …………… and makes them prophets in the name of Jesus.

Right now, as I write these lines, I am hearing a YouTube clip “Why are Women’s Bible Studies filled with False Teachers” of a woman preacher Joyce Meyer claiming the same. “God taught me by the Holy Spirit how to start confessing by the word of God out loud and ….”

Few realize the extent Jesus went to make sure that his warnings of false preachers were heeded, especially in the End Times i.e., the Age to Come that we are living in:

Matthew 24: 15For many shall come in my name, saying, I am the Christ; and shall lead many astray…. 13but the one who stands firm to the end will be saved. 14And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.

Mark 13: 6Many will come in my name, claiming, ‘I am he,’ and will deceive many…. 7Such things must happen, but the end is still to come…. 21At that time if anyone says to you, ‘Look, here is the Messiah!’ or, ‘Look, there he is!’ do not believe it. 22For false messiahs and false prophets will appear and perform signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect. 23So be on your guard; I have told you everything ahead of time.

Luke 21: 8He replied: “Watch out that you are not deceived. For many will come in my name, claiming, ‘I am he,’ and ‘The time is near.’ Do not follow them…. 24They will fall by the sword and will be taken as prisoners to all the nations. Jerusalem will be trampled on by the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled…. 28When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.” [emphasis ours]

But prophet Bajinder Singh blew my mind. I nearly fell off my chair as I could not believe how a Sikh, who hardly knows his own religion, has become a prophet for Jesus Christ.

There is no question that history records the prophetic power of the Savior, whether the times of the Gentiles has been fulfilled, or many false prophets will come in his name, or the Paraclete will come to complete his message, or that we are living in the End Times: “Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away.”

jagbir

“Now this is the Last Judgment and those who miss will miss in any case. Christ has said, ‘You will be calling Me Christ, Christ, but I will not recognize you.’ So understand you have to become
the Spirit as Christ has said, 'You are to be born again.' You may have faith in me or not - doesn't matter. You must have faith in yourself to begin with."

**THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi**

*A distinctive feature of this new search for the Spirit and spiritual life is that rather than looking for generalizations and abstract definitions, as too often has been the case in the past, people are experiencing a hunger for a concrete, lived experience of the life-giving Spirit. Many faithful desire to encounter a Holy Spirit who brings new life to their spirits in the concrete circumstances of their lives and who renews the face of the earth as we approach the third millennium. Not unlike earlier times of perceived crisis, Christians today attempt to reconnect with the wellsprings of the faith, hoping these roots will bring stability, order and meaning to a postmodern world that is often felt to be hopelessly fragmented. In particular, many seek to retrieve a three-personed God who is related to the human community and to the entire universe in love, challenge, and care—a personal God who identifies with human joys and sorrows. — Karttunen (2002) 13*

"That's why Christ has said in the second verse of Matthews. He said in the second chapter that, 'you will be calling Me Christ! Christ! and I will not know you.' These are the people and you don't become one of them. You know Him. You see Him. You will find Him here (Agnya Chakra) within yourself, awakened, He resides. Be sensible. Be wise."

**THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi**

Geneva, Switzerland — June 13, 1985

*As Stanley and John argue, "... it is the Holy Spirit announcing the good news about Jesus Christ, which Word the church speaks in the Spirit's power and by the Spirit's authority, and which is thereby connected to Christ himself." (Varkay 2011 Kindle 255)*

"When discussing eschatology, Moltmann never considers Christ as the agent for the fulfillment of the future, but rather the Spirit. It is the Spirit who brings about the kingdom of God as a historical reality." (Varkey 2011 Kindle 4742)

"In the history of spirituality, it is one of the greatest days when we find Christ rose from the dead. It is very significant and symbolic that in Sahaja Yoga, also, what we have done is to rise from the dead into life. It is to be understood that Resurrection is the message for all of us - for the whole world!"

**THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi**

Easter Puja. Istanbul, Turkey—22 April 2001

*In 16:12-15 the Paraclete guides Jesus' community into all the truth, but it does so in a complex way: The Paraclete will move the church towards the future, declaring things to come, while at the same time the Spirit will speak only what the Spirit has heard — the things of Jesus, and hence things that are the Father's. The Spirit's instruction turns in two directions, speaking of originality, newness and the future, and at the same time of dependence, givenness, and the continuing authority of what has been disclosed.

The supreme purpose of the Spirit's work is the glorification of Jesus (16:14). By the Paraclete, the fullness of the divine life that is brought in Jesus is made known and accessible to redeemed humanity. — Daniel B. Stevick 2011, 289

"But in the West we still are very much attached to the nonsense of Christianity. It has nothing to do with Christ, believe Me, and this fanaticism which is lingering still in your mind must be given up, otherwise you do not do any justice to Christ. That by no chance means you take to another religion like Hinduism or any other nonsensical Jainism, or anything. The essence, the Tattwa, of Christianity is Christ. And it is so thickly clouded by all these nonsensical things that you really have to drop this word 'Christianity' from your vocabulary completely, and from your mind. Otherwise you can never go to the essence. It is a fact; take it from Me.

And even now the attention of all the people is on what Christ said, or Mother Mary has said it, and which has come through these horrible people to us. So to learn about other Deities and other great Incarnations, we neutralize. We must try to neutralize too much attention by learning about other Deities, say, Shri Ganesha. If you talk about Shri Ganesha, He is the essence of Christ, and Christ is the manifestation of Shri Ganesha's Powers. So, if you go to the essence of most things, you see, that is better. Then, of course, Christ is there but we must see in Him, as He is, which very few people has seen before. But now in Sahaja Yoga you should see Him as He was. He was the Holiest of the Holy. You accept that position."

**THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi**

Christmas Eve Talk, Pune, India — December 24, 1982

*Paraclete (Gk. Parakletos) is a Greek term meaning "helper," "intercessor," or "advocate." In a Christian context, the term is invested with particular significance in JOHANNINE LITERATURE, where it can refer either to JESUS (who advocates with God on behalf of believers) or the Holy Spirit, as in the Gospel of John when Jesus promises to send an eternal 'helper' (paraclete) following his death and resurrection. ORIGEN OF ALEXANDRIA argued that the term means 'intercessor' when referring to CHRIST and 'comforter' when referring to the Holy Spirit, which comforts believers. In this sense, the Paraclete replaces the physical presence of Jesus, dwelling in believers who accept the truth of Christ. Over time, and in the context of developing doctrines of the TRINITY, Christian theologians ascribed the title Paraclete exclusively to the Holy Spirit. — Orlin 2015*